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Privilege 101
• Attorney-client privilege:

– Communications between an attorney and client made and
kept in confidence for the purpose of legal advice

• Section 7525 Tax Practitioner Privilege:
– Relies on attorney-client privilege rules

• Work product doctrine:

– Prepared in anticipation of litigation
– Limited privilege, but often applies: IRS can obtain only on
showing of need, inability to obtain elsewhere
– Work product privilege claims raise spoliation issues
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Attorney-Client Privilege
• Attorney-Client Privilege applies to:
–
–
–
–

A communication
Between an attorney and his or her client
Made and kept in confidence
For the purpose of seeking, obtaining or providing legal advice

• Applies to in-house counsel, but they face unique issues
and challenges
• “Kept in confidence”

– Intentional disclosure to persons without a “need to know” in
connection with the legal advice could constitute subject
matter waiver
5
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Federally Authorized Tax Practitioner
Privilege
• Codified at Section 7525

– Modeled on Attorney-Client Privilege, but covers tax advice given by
federally authorized tax practitioners
– Can be waived just like Attorney-Client Privilege

• Applies to those “eligible to practice” before the IRS under
Circular 230

– Includes in-house tax advisors (U.S. v. Eaton Corp., (N.D. Ohio 2012))

• Only applies to noncriminal matters involving IRS and DOJ

– No protection against other Federal agencies (SEC, etc.), state tax
authorities, or other parties in civil litigation

• Exception for written tax shelter promotional materials
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Work Product Doctrine
• Materials prepared “in anticipation of litigation” are subject to
qualified protection from disclosure
– Opposing party can still obtain on showing of substantial need and
inability to obtain information elsewhere
– Documents disclosing attorney mental impressions typically not
subject to this exception

• Work product protection applies regardless of who prepared
materials (not limited to attorney)
• Work product generally provides robust protection; broadly
applicable and less likely to have been waived

– Materials can be shared provided that disclosure is not inconsistent
with adversarial process
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Spoliation
• Taxpayers are required to preserve evidence
(including unfavorable evidence) for use in pending or
reasonably foreseeable litigation
– Sanctions increase with evidence of intent

 Monetary sanctions for negligent spoliation
 Adverse inference or exclusion of evidence for gross negligence
 Dismissal of case for intentional

• Work product privilege requires anticipation of
litigation

– Institute document litigation hold if claim work product
protection
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Why Claim Privilege?
• Encourage full analysis of issues in confidence
• Avoid unfair disclosures
– Audit / Appeals / Litigation strategy
– “Roadmap” to analysis of issue at stake
– Other issues not under examination

• Avoid “he said, she said” debates about preliminary discussions
– Privileged documents often examine and assess contrary positions

• IRS often claims deliberative process or other privileges when
“shoe is on the other foot”
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Waiver
• Subject matter waiver is significant concern in
delivering privileged documents
– Difficult to predict full extent of waiver

• Waiver most litigated issue

– Disclosure to attest firm or inclusion in tax accrual
workpapers is almost certainly a waiver of attorneyclient privilege or Federally authorized tax practitioner
privilege (Arthur Young, S. Ct. 1984)
– May not be waiver of work product protection
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Circuits Split re Work Product Waiver
•

U.S. v. Adlman (2nd Cir. 1998)

•

Schaeffler v. United States (2d Cir. 2015)

•

U.S. v. Deloitte, LLP (D.C. Cir. 2010)

•

U.S . v. Roxworthy (6th Cir. 2006).

•

U.S. v. El Paso Co. (5th Cir. 1982)

•

U.S. v. Textron (1st Cir. 2009) (en banc)
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– “Dual purpose:” prepared “because of” anticipation of litigation even if used for
business decision
– Follows Adlman where disclosed to consortium of banks with “common interest”
– Prepared “because of” litigation even if prepared for multiple purposes
– Attest firm not adversary and required to keep confidential
– Because of litigation requires expectation of litigation to be reasonable
– Litigation must be “primary” or “principal” purpose for work product to apply
– Not prepared “because of” anticipation of litigation, use for attest firm motivating
factor

Work Product Waiver in the Tax Court
• Prior to 2015, Section 7543 required Tax Court to
apply the Rules of Evidence as applied in the D.C.
Circuit
• Protect Americans from Tax Hikes Act of 2015
(PATH Act) eliminated link to D.C. Circuit
– Tax Court will apply Rules of Evidence applicable to
Circuit to which the case would be appealed (Golsen,
T.C. 1970)
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Policy of Restraint
• Policy of Restraint set forth in I.R.M. § 40.10.20, and
Announcement 2010-76 (UTP)
– IRS not seek documents provided to auditor in connection
with review of financial statements subject to attorneyclient, tax practitioner, or work product unless:
 Previously waived
 Unusual circumstances
 Engaged in one or more listed transactions

• Policy of Restraint applies to Exam, not litigation
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Inadvertent / Accidental Disclosure
•

Federal Rule of Evidence Rule 502 provides that inadvertent disclosure in
federal or state proceeding to a federal office or agency does not
operate as a waiver if
– reasonable steps were taken to prevent disclosure and
– the holder promptly takes reasonable steps to rectify the error, including (if
applicable) following Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b)(5)(B)

•
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Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b)(5)(B) provides that

– the party making the claim may notify any party that received the
information of the claim and the basis for it
– after being notified, a party must promptly return, sequester, or destroy the
specified information and any copies it has
– The matter may be presented to the court under seal for a determination of
the claim

Implied Waiver
•
•
•

Reliance on Advisor: Implied waiver may occurs when the taxpayer
places advice at issue by claiming reliance on advice of outside advisor
Reliance on Own Analysis: Implied waiver may result if taxpayer raises
reasonable cause and good faith defense to accuracy related penalties,
even if documents remain confidential and not claim reliance on advisor
Reasonable cause/good faith defense puts into contention the subjective
intent and state of mind of those who acted for petitioner and
petitioner's good-faith efforts to comply with the tax law
– Ad Inv. 2000 Fund LLC v. Comm’r (Tax Ct. 2014)
– Eaton Corp. and Subs. (Tax Ct. Order 2015)
– In re: G-I Holdings, Inc. (D. N.J. 2003)

•
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Policy of Restraint does not apply to implied waiver

Opinion Disclosure Practice
• IRS appears to penalty issues with purpose to obtain
opinions
• Appeals will not consider new facts
– Opinion, if not delivered to Exam, will be a new fact
– Cannot withhold Opinion until reach Appeals
– Generally, delivery with Protest viewed as part of Exam

• Requirement to deliver during Exam has led to
different approaches to waiver
– Non-Waiver Agreements
– Quick Peek and Clawback Agreements
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Non-Waiver Agreements
•
•

Seek agreement with IRS that delivery of opinion does not constitute subject
matter waiver
Federal Rule Evidence 502 (adopted in 2008)

•

IRS policy against non-waiver agreements

•

Unclear if Rule 502 protects taxpayers
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– Permits non-waiver agreements to be binding
– Provides binding only on parties unless incorporated in court order
– Provides that intentional waiver applies to other documents with same subject
matter if “ought in fairness be considered together”
– CC 2009-023 (Aug. 3, 2009), IRS argues agreements not necessary
– IRS claims subject matter waiver only if “intentional” and “misleading” (from
Advisory Committee Notes), so claims non-waiver agreements not required
– Does not apply to Federally Authorized Tax Practitioner privilege
– How to determine “fairness” or “misleading” for subject matter waiver

Quick Peek
• Permit requesting party to take a “quick peek” at documents
without sorting privileged / non-privileged
– Shifts burden of review to requesting party
– Often coupled with “clawback” procedure, permit to clawback
inadvertent disclosures

• CC 2009 also states IRS policy against quick peek and clawback
• Current, highly-publicized, cases

– Guidant (Tax Court) (quick peek for documents IRS claims covered by
“deliberative process” privilege
– Microsoft Corp. (W.D. Wash. Summons enforcement) (taxpayer
privilege claims)
– Dynamo Holdings (Tax Court) (taxpayer privilege claims(
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